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High costs spark efforts to cut energy usage
by Sharon Deveau
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Heating oil isn't going to be cheap this
year and no one knows that better than
Glenn Samson. a UMO physical plant
engineer, who is ,:oordinating the university's efforts to reduce energy costs and
consumption.
Samson's budget, like others on campus,
is tight. Last year, reports Samson, fuel oil
cost the university S926,000. "We requested a budget of over one million
dollars for this year, but we only got
$986,000. The U.c. Defense Department
will increase this amount by 10 per cent
until 1981 and after that there will be four
percent raises."
Several things will be done this year to
cut back on energy usage, says Samson.
"We're continuing the same heating levels
• that we've had over the last three years.

Thermostats in occupied buildings will
have a setting of 65 F (18C) and during
weekends and vacations unoccupied buildings will be set at 55 F (13C)."
Samson has already decreased hot water
temperatures around the campus to 120 F
(49C) and expects cuts in lighting intensity
also.
Yet Samson considers his biggest
problem to be "increasing public awareness and involvement concerning the
energy shortage."
"You reach a point in changing
buildings and how they operate and you
can't improve them any more. But you can
improve the people working and living in
those buildings," he says.
Are UMO students energy-conscious?
Replies Samson, "I think they're energyconscious but not energy-observant. If
someone asked them about the energy
shortage they'd probably give the right

answers but they don't do much for
conservation. I feel that's true of everybody."
The major ener&- hogs on campus are
electrical appliances. Many students keep
small refrigerators in their dormitory
rooms. But the price for chilling that wine,
beer or soda is roughly seven dollars a year
per refrigerator, Samson says. "If I had my
druthers I would remove refrigerators from
students' rooms but Residential Life
controls that decision."
Televisions also use tremendous
amounts of electricity, especially color
mcdeis. Continues Samson, "A lot of
electrical appliances installed in student
rooms are unnecessary. They're just
luxuries. These services are all provided
for on campus."
But it isn't just the extravagant luxuries
that prove costly. The washers and dryers
located throughout UMO complexes are

used about three times as much as the
ordinary household washer and dryer. The
price to run them is very high, he says.
For instance, the average clothes dryer
on campus uses about 14450 watts
annually and the cost is approximately $90.
A washer uses considerably less but the
figures are still significant.. A washer
consumes 1,500 watts a year and costs
almost $10. Multiply this by the number of
washers and dryers at UMO and it adds up
to a large expenditure.
Radios, says Samson, use a small
amount of electricity and stereos do too,
although in most cases it depends upon the
type of speakers on the unit.
During the dead of winter last year,
many students complained that their rooms
were too hot, even though there was an
energy cutback. The reason behind this is
simple, explains Samson.
(continued on page 2)
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Auto fires occupy police

COCK'

by Keith Dutton
University police are investigating a
series of automobile engine tamperings
that have already resulted in one engine
catching fire.
UMPD Detectives Terry Burgess and
Millie Cannon reported the distributor cap
and gas lines in cars belonging to Sigma
Chi brothers were tampered with sometime
during the past five days.
In the UMPD report, Richard Lakowski
said he parked his car in Sigma Chi's lot
Friday morning he
Thursday night.
noticed his car was tied to Curtis Cole's car
and thought it was a practical joke.
Lakowski left for the weekend and returned
to find that his distributor cap had been
removed.
Early Monday morning. Cole attempted
to start his car, which started on fire.
According to UMPD, the gas line of Cole's
car was cut off, spraying gasoline onto the
points (located under the distributor cap)

which caught on fire. The engine fire was
quickly extinguished by Sigma Chi
brothers.
In a similar incident, Diane Houser
reported that her car's distributor cap and
gas lines had been tampered with in the
Aubert lot Saturday night.
UMPD detectives have collected a large
amount of evidence and a set of
fingerprints. They also advise people who
think their cars have been tampered with to
contact their department immediately. A
crime of this nature is a Class "B" arson
and is punishable by not more than 10
years in prison.
There were two incidents of assault on
campus Friday night. Police reports and
witnesses said Hank Snow, receptionist at
Hart and a member of Alpha Tau Omega,
was talking with James Jordan, another
member of ATO around 11:30 p.m. when
five Maine Central Institute athletes
entered Hart Hall. Snow and Jordan were

assaulted in the hallway when they tried to
question the students. Snow was taken to
Cutler Health Center for treatment of facial
injuries. So far, no charges have been
made against the MCI students, who were
apprehended Saturday and turned over to
their coach.
In another Friday night assault, a
Gannett Hall resident escaped serious
injury when assaulted in Corbett Hall by a
resident using "Nunchakas." They are
normally used by people in the martial
arts.
The Homecoming bonfire is in danger of
becoming a thing of the past. Late Friday
night, the pile of wooden boxes and
discarded lumber at the north end of
Gannett Hall, which were being set up for
the Oct, 7 bonfire, was ignited. Fire
Marshal Duane Brasslett said Monday that
if the boxes and other lumber are set on
fire again, the fire will be allowed to burn
itself out, thus canceling the bonfire.

Student Senate elections slated
Free ride
Sunny weather this weekend made an
ideal day for visitors to the multi-faceted
Litchfield Fair. Wagon rides, arts and
crafts and a variety of foods interested
many persons, but this little guy was
concerned only with hanging onto his
daddy. Related story, photos pg. 6.
(Tm Grant photo.)

by Mark Tremblay
Elections for the General Student Senate
will be held Wednesday for representatives
of dormitories, fraternities and off-campus
students.
Voting will be conducted from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m., with dormitory students voting in
their respective commons during lunch and
dinner, fraternities voting at various
houses to be determined by the fraternity
board and off-campus students at the
Memorial Union.
A total of 57 position are open,
determined last spring by the Fair
Elections Practices Committee of student
government, according to Phil Spalding,
student government secretary.

Seniors to elect council
Elections for a steering committee
to coordinate the activities of UMO's
senior class for this year will be held
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Wednesday in
the Memorial Union, next to the
General Student Senate off-campus
ballot box. The Senior Council,
which is the first of its kind at UMO,

will organize senior parties and raise
funds to pay for senior activities
during the year and eliminate a
$1,000 debt.
18 seniors have signed up to run
for the 12 positions on the committee. Only Seniors can vote in the
Senior Council election.

There are instances this fall where
certain districts will be overrepresented,
mainly the fraternities, according to
Spalding. Fraternities will have five senate
positions available, and since the student
to senator ratio is 200 to 1, "fraternities
should have three or four positions, but not
five. There's no way that the fraternities
can claim to have 1000 memberrs." says
Spalding. There were about 700 members
living in or associated with fraternities last
spring, according to Dean William T. Lucy
of the office of Student Activities and
Organizations.
In dormitories, students may find that
there are enough residents in the fall to
have added senate representation, but
usually in the spring dormitory populations
level off, a factor the FEPC takes into
consideration when determining positions.
There are several vacant positions in
Gannett, Hancock and Oxford dormitories,
but Spalding feels, "These positions will
probably be filled with write-in candidates."
Off-campus students have 12 candidates
running for 23 available positions, but
Spalding feels these positions will also be
filled by write-in votes.
Dormitory representation will be based
on the following: Androscoggin has two

positions. Aroostook one. Balentine, Colvin
and Estabrooke one, Chadbourne one and
Corbett two.
Also, Cumberland two, Dunn two,
Gannett two, Hancock two, Hannibal
Hamlin and Oak one, Knox two, Penobscot
one, Oxford two, Somerset two, York two
and Stodder one.
There appears to be a number of good
battles for positions, with four candiates
vying for one position in Penobscot. and
four candidates for two seats in Somerset.
The remaining dormitory campaigns are
fairly even, Spalding says.
The fraternities will also have an
interesting battle according to Spalding.
with eight candidates campaigning for the
five available positions.
A number of important issues will be
dealt with in the course of the year,
including housing and collective bargaining, according to Michael McGovern.
student government president.
"We will also deal with the appropriations of student activity fee, end may be a
factor in determining the enforcement of
the drinking age on campus, among other
things," says McGovern.
Student senate meeting times were
changed this year and will be held
Tuesdays at 6:30 p.m., at 316 Aubert Hall.
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Writing Lab staffed by the English department_ All welcome. Open Monday through
Friday, 9 am to 3 p.m ,
fourth floor of
English-Math
UMO Women Get-acquainted parties will be
held in each sorority room on Tuesday and
Wednesday
Advance ticket sales for Gordon Bok in
concert, with special guest Kendall Morse, will
be held all week, 9 a m to 3 p m , in the
Memorial Union Undergraduates, S1 50; all
otiiers. 52 50

Tuesday, September 27
12 10 pm.Dialogue on Rye: 1 . me Management for Students, by Dwigh'. Rideout Coe
Lounge
6:30 p.m. Women's Lacrosse Club Organizational meeting. Colvin's Lounge
1 p.m. Educational Exchange. Caring for your
Plants, by Forrest Carmichael North Lown
Room
Wednesday, September 28
2.30 p.m Soccer

Maine vs Bates

7.30 p.m. Maine Style Punch and Judy Puppet
Show. Coe Lounge.
7 & 915 p.m. I DB movie. Swashbuckler." 130
Little Hall.
Thursday. September 29
Gamma Sigma Sigma Rush
Wells Commons.

Fifties Party.

12 noon Sandwich Cinema' The Grain In the
Stone.'' North Lown Room.

7 & 9:15 p.m. IDB movie
Nutting.

Swashbuckler P100

7 p.m. Mini-workshop
Damn Yankee

Baxter State Park

8 p m

Bears Den

David Mallett

•Electric appliances drain energy most
(continued from page 1)
"There is a valve on each heating unit
that can be shut off if rooms become
excessively warm. But many people don't
know where the valve is or don't know how
to shut it off so they just throw open the
window and let the heat escape outside.
It's a terrible waste."
Students are paying for the heat that is
going out the window. Although there isn't
a specific amount set aside to heat the

university can expect a higher number of
pipe freeze-ups in the past but Samson
anticipates the semester break will save
the university about $5000. "Damage," he
says, "is one-half of what we save."

university, about 1/3 of student tuition is
designated to UMO maintenance. Of that
amount, the university will spend at least
$300,000 on oil and one-half a million on
electricity.
Around suppertime when UMO residents return totheir dormitories and turn
on lights, they place a big strain on
generators. "This is when we pay through
the nose," says Samson.
With lower room temperatures, the

Samson says he saved UMO $24,000 last
year. But things don't look as promising for
this one. The price per barrel of oil has
increased from $13 last year to an expected
price of $13.80.

Overlooked steamplant furnaces campus heat
by Sharon Deveau
A familiar structure rests on College
Ave., at the end of fraternity row. Every
day, UMO residents pass the old, brick
building, with its plate-glass windows and
smoke-spitting chimneys, but many have
no idea what happens there.
One person who does know about the
steam plant and the way it operates is
Glenn Samson, an engineer with UMO's
physical plant. He agreed to show and
explain the plant, the university's main
heating source.
Al! buildings on campus, with the
exception
of the service, PICS
and the East Annex, receive heat from th..
plant's huge boiler. Those three buildings
have their own furnaces, says Samson,
because "the first two are just too far away
for the lines and the third was only
considered temporary."
The process used to heat the university,
explains Samson, is not difficult to
understand. Heat, originating from the
steam plant, travels underground through
a series of pipes and branches off into
smaller pipes leading to individual buildings.
Directly behind the plant sit two large,
cylindrical vats of oil. Pipes bring the fuel
from the tanks to a small furnace inside,
which heats the oil to about 86 F (30C).
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Lettering
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Have a

The oil leaves the furnace looking like
warm molasses and continues on to
another heater, where its temperature is
raised again to 200 F(93C). The procedure,
says Samson, "insures the oil will atomize
properly when it enters the boiler."
Once combustion occurs, the steam and
heat emitted from the boiler works its way
through the plant until it connects with the
underground steam lines. These concreteenclosed pipes carry steam, packed under
100 lbs (45 kilograms) of pressure, to the
various halls on campus.
Due to the tremendous amount of force
exerted on the pipes, crews must examine
them yearly. The numerous grated metal
covers scattered across UMO sidewalks
and lawns hide the pits which allow
workmen to check and assess pipe damage.
One problem Samson points out is the
effect of salt on the pipes. "Since we use so
much of it (salt) during the winter, it can
really hurt the pipes," he says.
Repairing the damage is costly. Samson
estimates the expense to be roughly $200 a
foot (30 centimeters). Otherwise, with
annual maintenance, Samson guesses that
most pipes and fittings should last about 40
years.
When the steam finally reaches a
particular building, it undergoes a pressure reduction to 25 lbs (11.5 kilograms)

Yet, even this much pressure is too much
for the building's pipes to handle. Another
reducing valve decreases pressure to seven
pounds (3 kilograms).
Steam is then sent via more pipes to the
rooms, where students, faculty and
administrators alike, feel the warm result.
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Gaining access to campus facilities
by Susan Leonard
Stairs that most people can climb two at
a time, telephones conveniently placed
four-and-a- hall-feet(.135 centimeters) high,
and curbed sidewalks represent only a few
of the frightening barriers man has
fabricated for a segment of our population—disabled persons.
The federal government's reaction,
section 504 of the Federal Rehabilitation
Act of 1973, mandates that all agencies or
institutions receiving federal assistance
must make all programs, courses and
facilities accessible to the disabled by June
3. 1980.
UMaine Orono and Bangor campuses
conducted a survey of the accessibility of

both campuses and the renovations
necessary to comply with the regulation.
Earlier this month, the physical plant
reported an estimate of $882,000 that will
make university buildings accessible to the
disabied. The figure breaks down as
follows:
lifts, $176,000;
elevators,
$530,000; bathrooms, $125,000; fountains, $22,000; automatic doors, $11,000;
lab facilities, $10,000; parking, curb cuts,
$5,000 and phones, $3,000.

Daphne Sprague, U MO's coordinator of
services for the disabled, says her position
was created a year ago before the new
federal regulations were imposed.

Faculty shortage may hurt
business reaccreditation
by Andrea Cronlrite
A shortage of faculty will make the
College of Business Administration's 1979
bid for reaccreditation "difficult," says
college Dean W. Stanley Devino.
The college is composing an application
for reaccreditation of its undergraduate
and accreditation of its graduate (MBAl
programs to the American Assembly of
Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB),
he said.
"The easiest thing to do is limit the
number of students in our business
courses, but we don't like to deny
access--to either majors or non-majors,"
he said. Some business schools have been
forced to cut freshmen enrollments and
give preferences for certain courses to
business majors. he said.
"Only as a last resort would we cut
course enrollment," Devino said. The
college would not make that decision alone,
he added.
The college is also preparing a self-study
report for AACSB, to be completed by July
1978. Among other information, it will
contain statistics on faculty-student ratios
for 1976-77 and 1977-78.
"Much of the information for reaccreditation is already 'in the bank.' I can't do
anything about the data for last year or this
year," Devino explained.

The MBA program must also be ready
for accreditation in 1979. The AACSB
requires that any college with an MBA
program and an accredited undergraduate
program must have the graduate program
ready for accreditation within five years of
the undergraduate's formal accreditation.

"All AACSB standards are extremely
rigorous, but, overall, our program is very
good," Devino said. "Most people,
incuding the college's staff, didn't think
we'd be accredited the first time, but I
don't play in any ball game I don't expect
to win."
The college was formally accredited for
the first time in 1974. AACSB is the sole
accrediting agency for business programs
recognized by the U.S. Department of
Health. Education and Welfare.
"Either we have more faculty, or we cut
back enrollment," Devino said.
The College of Business has a faculty of
18 but was allocated four new positions
which it is now trying to fill, he said.
However, while the number of Ph.D.s in
business studies has remained fairly
constant over the past few years, an
"explosion" in business college enrollments all over the country has increased
the demand for qualified instructors,
Devino said. Faculty salaries at UMO are
"considerably lower" than those of similar
institutions, he added.
"We need to have two more positions
allocated right now and will probably need
an additional three next fall." he said.
There are nine Ph.D.s on the staff, and the
college also employs temporary and
part-time instructors.
Speculation about the upcoming reaccreditation hasn't affected enrollment,
Devino said. Business majors increased
from 904 last year to 1.000 this semester,
and course enrollment of both majors and
non-majors is up 14 per cent over last year,
he said.

Dartmouth has the only AACSB
approved MBA program in northern New
England. and UMO has the only accredited
undergraduate program.
Besides student-faculty ratios, AACSB
establishes standards for such general
categories as financial resources and
facilities, admissions and placement of
graduates.

There was speculation last semes,..:r
about the Business College's chances for
reaccreditation.

After AACSB considers the business
college's application and self-study report,
an accreditation team will visit UMO,
probably in the winter of 1978. Devino
said. Then the dean must defend the
program before the AACSB accreditation
committee in April 1979.
"This is not a formality. Every year
some schools that get that far are turned
down." he said.
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Welcome to the Wonderful World
of Books

BETTS BOOKSTORE
SUN BURY MALL
DOWNTOWN BANGOR

and

TWIN CITY PLAZA
BREWER

Featuring a wide selection of paperbacks for your
reading enjoyment.
Twin City Plaza hrs.
Sunbury Mall hrs.
Mon. - Sat/10-5 Sun.
9:30-8
9-9 Mon - Sat.

"There was a real need for it them," she
says. "1 am the first full-time coordinator
of services for the disabled; their problems
were previously handled on a part-time
basis by the office of student affairs."
Now working toward a resolution of
many difficulties facing the disabled is the
office of equal opportunity directed by
JoAnn Frit iche.
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Sprague explains the difference between
the two offices, "JoAnn's job is making
sure that (section) 504 is implemented on
this campus; she contacts various offices
to see that they comply."
Sprague, however, meets directly with
disabled students. "I counsel and make the
necessary calls to have classes changed to
accessible buildings," she says
There are about 50 students who could
be described as disabled on this campus,
Sprague says. and she comes into contact
with most of them when they are admitted.
"We try to make disabled persons aware
of the uiff'culties they will have to face,
Sprague says "There has been a high
drop-out rate among disabled students."
Asked what one can do to help. she says
"It never hurts to offer a disabled person
your help. Hopefully he will either accept
or graciously decline."
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Paper towel protests drying up
Did you ever wonder is there's
anything missing in dormitory bathrooms? New students might not
notice, but others can remember a
time when paper-towel dispensers
graced bathroom walls.
Paper-towel dispensers were removed from the bathrooms last fall
to save money and because of
"damage to equipment," said Anne
Hathaway, business manager for
York Complex. She added that
Residential Life staff felt students
were wasting paper towels as well as
damaging the dispensers, and
"things that are damaged intentionally shouldn't be replaced."
"I think we should be praised for
removing
dispensers,"
the
Hathaway said. "It has proved to be
a money-saving thing."
There was some student reaction
last year when the towels were first
removed. Some students felt there
should be paper towels for sanitary
reasons, while others wanted the
towles for cleaning and spills Many
claimed this was a ridiculous way to

Bear's Den

cut spending, amounting to little or
no savings.
However, Mike Butler, business
manager for Hilltop Complex, said
there has been "considerable"
savings noted since the paper towels
were removed. Butler said he
• remembers some complaints from a
few dormitories when the towels
were first removed, but Hilltop
residents complained "very little."
"There was a tremendous amount
of waste," Butler said. "We had a
good reason to remove them."
Butler pointed out that not all
dispensers on campus were removed. There are still towel dispensers in public areas on campus,
such as dining hall rest rooms, guest
areas, and on the first floors of most
dormitories. This year, there is little
or no reaction to the missing towels.
While some students still maintain
that the towels are a necessity,
others seem to have forgotten about
them. Some freshmen say they never
noticed or thought about the towels,
and don't think they are really
needed.

Weds. & Thurs.

Dave Mallet
8PM to 1 1 PM
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MEMORIAL UNION

Friday:Bermuda Triangle
8PM to midnight Midnight 50' cover
Saturday: DISCO 8PM to Midnight
50 cover
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A tin voicebox
Scrutiny of the democratically-governed
system is a responsibility charged to anyone
choosing to live with such an arangement. Even
here at UMO, where the pure code not only
exists, but is actually very close at hand, one
cannot escape this duty. And for journalists,
even those of us refining our skills at this
university, such obligations are magnified by our
other responsibilities, which are to present the
news as fairly, completely and accurately as
possible and to comment on that history as it
develops. And news, or the arrangement of
news, is the target of these comments, UMO's
student government is the target as well.
The collection of student leaders we've chosen
is perhaps the best we could have found on this
campus. The mixture of intelligence, awareness
and simple, sincere concern that each of these
individuals have is remarkable. We applaud
them. As students we're grateful they were
willing to undertake the awesome chore of
governing this student body.
And these leaders are having fun too. As a
result of their positions of authority, the
president, Michael McGovern, is going on a free
trip to Louisiana to watch missies and his right
hand man, Gordy Lewis, is taking a trip to
Boston at no cost. This we also applaud. Even
though learning about modern ICBMs or
Seglinda Steinfuller's leisure-time activities is
probably not going to help any of us get through
the semester any easier, any outside cultural
input we can enjoy will certainly be beneficial. In
Maine, the crossroads of America are a long way
off.
But our student leaders, McGovern, Lewis and
o'hers, are having fun in another way, in a
fashion we can't applaud.
Last year, the voicebox of the UMO student
government, the Student Paper, was created as a

vehicle for our leaders to relate programs, issues
and activities of importance to their constituency
(us). It was praised as a supplement to this
publication; it would serve this community in a
way the Maine Campus could not.
But the small group of individuals who
produce the paper are abusing that privilege.
The vehicle idea was a good one. The people who
are driving can't get out of first gear.
We don't dispute the fact that there is room for
such a publication in this community. In fact as
our professional obligations dictate, we
encourage an organ to document the internal
dynamics and standards of the student
government. No one is better prepared to do that
than the government itself. But the Student
Paper is not adequately performing that task.
And their inadequacies are coming at the
expense of the students, to the tune of $650 a
year and quite a lot more in the advertising the
student government sells itself.
When the value of the paper's editorial
content is leveled against the cost of printing an
eight-page tabloid, the returns to this community
are small. Although much of the paper's content
is valuable, the package it comes in is plainly
sloppy and amateurish, bordering on childish.
And there are many people who would use this
paper as a representation of the UMO student
body's capabilities. While student government
members can't be expected to be graphic artists,
they can't be allowed to pretend they are
producing a product that is returning our cost
either. It isn't.
It's an expensive soapbox we're allowing our
ambitious student leaders stand on and perhaps
it's time to question whether such an expensive
and ill-conceived package is neccessary to fill the
need this community has for learning firsthand
of the inner workings of its student government.
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Sitting around my room the other night,
thumbing through Reader's Digest and
contemplating my future, it occured to me
that Howard Neville might be the answer
to the university's financial woes.
He could make some big bucks, I
thought, as a target in a celebrity
pie-in-the-face contest.
The plain and simple truth about my
friend Howard--and I do consider us
friends--is that he is just not that popular
around here. His rapport and standing
with the university community is comparable to the good feeling that I suspect
exists between the Wilde-Stein Club and
Anita Bryant.
Howard has a very low identity with
students, faculty and professional employees on campus because they don't
know him. He seems to make little effort to
go out and mingle with the common folk.
He's coming across as a holier-than-thou
administrator who sits in his throne high
up in Alumni Hall and does little more than
grant three interviews a week to the Maine
Campus, play golf with Harold Alfond and
issue White Paper reports.
And it's too bad, because Howard R.
Neville is a helluva nice guy. Really.
But, he's not showing it to anybody.
This was my hunch as I sat listening to my
new speakers the other night, so to test it I
took a picture of him around to the guys
and asked them to identify it.
Their attempts at identification. I'm
sorry to report, were not good.
Three said it was Colonel Sanders, two
said David Berkowitz, and one each for
Mike McGovern (sorry, wrong president),
U.N. Ambassador Andrew Young(the light
was bad), and the French chef Julia Child
(Captain Howdy later admitted, though,
that he was "only half-serious").
One person, however, did correctly
identify the photo- a chummy beach shot
picturing Howard decked out in the white
T-shirt (his mother insists he wears so he
won't get sunburned) and his "good"
friends Jim Longley and Pat McCarthy.
The lucky winner was Howard's wife
Frederica, but it took her three guesses.
She spent the night on the couch.
I think you get the point. Though he may
be brilliant--and he is--and fascinating to
talk to--and he is--he's not going to make
anybody forget the affable Rudy Vallee as
UMO's favorite son.
But hope is not lost, I decided the other
night while reading "I Am Joe's Eardrum." Howard could come out of his
presidential shell and make students feel
good about attending UMO.
But, it's going to take a little bit of effort,
a few special appearances, a few dinners
down on Fraternity Row, an occasional
dance with the porn-porn girls at halftime
and maybe even a stint at a celebrity
pie-in-the-face benefit.
Like the one being held at Hilltop's
Bergspitze '77 festival this weekend (Hint,
hint).
The role of university president, if
played well, can be a role responsible for
creating a very good feeling for students
about that school.
S.I. Hayakawa was controversial, conservative and occasionally hated while
president of the University of California
during the turbulent 60's. But he made for
a happy atmosphere there with the
much-publicized kite-flying and frisbeethrowing he engaged in with long-haired
students.
"They may not like me," the bubbly
Oriental was fond of saying, "But,
dammit, they know who I am."
So, Howard, the nice guy that you are,
stop by the Octoberfest fair grounds
Saturday morning. They'll have pies of all
flavors.
You are a good man. But you've kept it a
secret too long.
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To the Editor:
The headline observing an
enrollment decline in Foreign
Languages (MC 9-20-77) is not
news; it is history.
The Campus has now twice
reported as news the enrollment
experience of September 1976 in
the department of foreign languages and classics. The same
facts as were recently reported
were
well
publicized
in
September 1976, with one single
but critical difference. This year
the
figures
reported
for
September 1976 are in error. The
decrease in enrollment in Foreign
Languages and Classics for fall
1975 to fall 1976 was 27% and not
47%. Judging by figures printed,
the reporter confused a full year
enrollment with a single semester
enrollment to obtain the erroneous figure.
The news, which was not
printed and which I personally
and cheerfully offered to the
Campus reporter, is that the
enrollment did not decline at all
between fall 1976 and 1977. This
was happy and buoying news to
me and my colleagues. Not only
did enrollments not decline, but
they were a full 20% higher than

our overly modest projections.
Moreover, we were delighted
with the distribution of students
which showed an ircrease in
demand for upper level courses.
Indeed, we have bucked the
national trend of two years of
marked enrollment decline after
losing the language requirement.
Our stabilization with a constant
enrollment after a single year
should not be overlooked. We
owe this rapid stabilization in part
to the farseeing departments on
campus which value language as
a research tool and as a cultural
gift, and in part to the high school
systems which have encouraged
this value in our students.

The Campus encourages letters from
readers. To be published, letters must te
signed and include an address, but n-at/WS -V11
be withheld upon request. Brief letters are
advised, and all are subject to editing for
grammar, good taste and available space.

'Fancy Garbage'
To the Editor:
I don't believe it. I mean, don't
let this get to you, but it seems
that very few people got the gist
of my last letter. It was either,
"I'm not programmed to respond
to such input." or "My God, it's
another Jesus freak preaching
morals." All right, so we're still
in the dark. But this time I'm
going to tell you exactly what I
mean.
There is no such thing as
freedom anymore. Most people
place money. sex and glory above
all else. When was the last time
you made a decision that did not
have one of these as an outcome?
I mean you study for a good job
and money, you play sports for

Finally, as chairman I can boast
where my colleagues cannot, we
owe this rapid stabilization to a
faculty whole language-teaching
effectiveness has few rivals and
whose breadth of literary and
linguistics offerings we are eager
to make known.

Sincerely yours,
Robert C. Carroll
Acting Chairman

'Chauvinistic VP?'
Vice -President Gordy
should do just that.

To the Editor:
In the Sept. 23rd Campus Bob
Granger asks, "Who could turn
down a free two-day. trip to
Boston to meet Seglinda
Steinfeid, the Jos. Schlitz
Brewing Co.'s poster queen:"
We feel that Student Government

Ancient radical
To the Editor and Dan Warren:
Forty years old! Good Lord,
Warren, what are you trying to
do? Ruin my social life? 'Scuze
me while i get my cane...
(I have yet to be alone while
listening to Phil Ochs records.)
Sincerely,
"The Ancient Radical"
(Jamie)

Lewis

It is distressing enough that a
private corporation finds profit in
such offensively sexist adverHowcver, it is more
tising.
distressing to see student leaders
who are willing to ericiorse this

type of advertising and lend it
respectability. We believe this
shows gross insensitivity to the
women of the University.
Sincerely,
Barbara Cushing
Donna Harding
Michael J. Lewis
and 27 others
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perverted. And what good is
glory going to do you when you're
dead? I can even get into a happy
high once in a while but drunks
and freaks we can do without.
Now, look for something else in
life. I guarantee you there is
much more to find.
Oh yeah, I don't need followers. Give me a few insults and
a hell of a lot of criticism if you
can.
Darkness Darkness
or How to Attack Apathy
anonymously

Modest reader
To the Editor:
In
to
Miss
comment
Gilpatrick's latest Maine Campus
interview, I was astonished by her
lack of modesty and tact. There
are a few questions that I would
like to address to Miss Gilpatrick.
First. I would like to know why
she considers herself to be such
an excellent example for the rest
of the less fortunate Maine girls.
(She doesn't even know me!)
Second, what parent wants a
daughter who holds above all
others? She obviously lacks a
certain amount of modesty.

Unfortunately, this is an important quality that Miss Maine
will have to try to improve. Like
many others, I detected an
unreasonable amount of conceit
in her interviews. To be sure, I
would want my daughter to be
able to display a certain amount
if tact and modesty when in the
public's eye, or otherwise. I do
hope this helpful hint to Miss
Gilpatrick will not be taken as a
personal attack, but as friendly
advice from a tactful Maine girl!
Sally Sturtevant
204 Oxford Hall

Spirit supported
Fraternal endorsement
To the Editor:
We, the undersigned. are
writing to pledge our support to
three fraternity members running
in tomorrow's race for the
General Student Senate.
We believe that Tom Hart,
George Jabar, and Paul Lavangie,

all of Beta Theta Pi, will make
fine representatives of the Greek
GSS.
the
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glory, you make a fool out of
yourself for sex. What's so bad
about that? I can conceive of a
machine programmed for greed,
lust, and glory seeking! So sit
back for a second and tell me
what the hell is so important
about these things. And if you're
short sighted, envision yourself
with all the money, sex and glory
you can handle. Where do you go
from there? Now tell me you're
not playing games!
I'm all for the monetary system
but no one needs to be rich. I'm
all for sex, 'out no one needs to be

Sincerely,
Ed Stevens
and eight others

To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the
article in the Campus entitled
"Marauders disrupt dormitory
halls."
I personally feel it's about time
some spirit was shown on this
campus. It was good to see so
many different people together
for some non-destructive fun.
Spirit is one thing that has been

lacking around here, for a few
years, and to see such a show of
enthusiasm was great. No harm
was done. and I think if people
would just view the whole situation as a show of spirit and get
some enthusiasm, we would all
benefit.
Sincerely,
Ivy Elfring
Stodder Hall

Russ McKnight
He thinks he's a winner, but...
After reading the recent comments of our new Miss Maine, I have
decided to compete in the Mr.
America contest so that I can be an
example to all the young men of
Maine.

Commentary
I would be more than willing to
parade around in a bathing suit for
$2500. Of course, it is a comforting
thought to know that the judges will
not be looking at my body (it's not
that great) but how I handle an
awkward situation. Only a chauvinist would look at my physical
attributes.
I have many talents that I am sure

would bring me to the top of the
judge's list of favorites. I would
display my butterfly collection. Then
I would show them all the photographs I have taken of myself. The
real clincher would be my own
rendition of "Happiness is a warm
gun."
I feel as though I can handle the
tough questioning that is sure to
come along with the title of Mr.
America. For instance, I am very
neutral on abortion for I have not had
one yet. I am also neutral on Carter,
music, marijuana, racism, the
Concorde, alcoholism, and the trade
deficit. However, I feel very strongly
that both the Druids and Punk Rock
are a terrible threat to our socioeconomic system.
After I am declared the winner,

the girls on campus have to get used
to having a superstar living among
them.
As Mr. America I si.all be required
to spend one full year traveling
around this country bringing joy and
satisfaction to all the nation's young
ladies. So when I return to UMO I
will be ready to quiet down and enjoy
the simpler aspects of life. I am very
sure that once the girls on campus
stop leaving seductive notes on my
door and stop attacking me in public.
I will find UMO very comfortable.
yes. very comfortable.

advantage due to the politics of the
situation. Word is that Miss Lillian
will be one of the judges.
However, the biggest thrill of all
will be when I can say to my mom
and dad. "mom and dad, you don't
have to pay for my education." Not
everyone has a son like me.
Despite my wish for a quiet life, I
will be glad to grant interviews to the
Maine Campus and other publications of major importances. It's
the least I can do.

Of course, if by some slim chance I
only get as far as Mr. Maine or Mr.
New England, I will not feel like a
loser. It is enough to know that I am
only the best man in New England
Besides, the southern men have an

The Maine Campus welcomes commentaries on issues of importance or
concern to the UM()community. The
opinions held by guest columnists,
however, do not necessarily represent those of this newspaper.
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Tim Grant
New England's country folk gathered at the
Litchfield Fair Grounds last weekend to demonstrate specialties, display wares and just browse
at the Comman Grounds Country Fair.
Billed as a celebration of rural life, the fair had
features such as building cordwood homes to
caning chairs, solar heating to wood-burning
Franklin stoves, and beefalo (crossbred cattlebuffalo) to sheep-herding. Entertainment during
the three-day festival was drovided by the likes of
Maine artists such as Marshall Dodge, the
Kennebec Valley Boys and other bands while the
Incredible Happy Farm Theater and puppet
shows were likely diversions for footloose
children.
The fair offered many people the chance to
exchange ideas, crafts, and information, and if
that is any measure of success then this
uncommon fair was a real gold mine.
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Litchfieldfairgoers enjoyed a variety of events this weekend, offering something for
all ages.

Lqi. a Scotsman casts a weary glance at a distant attraction. Upper right a man shows
how to make ax handles while small children ride a horse cart. (Tim Grant photos.)
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Dribblers aid
Dribble a basketball forty miles? It may
sound strange but about 35 UMO students
did just that Sunday morning as they
participated in a basketball-bouncing relay
race from Bangor to Pittsfield to benefit the
Maine Heart Association.
The UMO team was suppose to race
against a University of Maine at Augusta
team, who were to travel from UMA to
Maine Central Institute in Pittsfield.
However, according to co-chairman of
the event, senior Kristie Mapes, UMA
failed to show up for the race so UMO won
by forfeit.
"It all went very well though," Mapes
said, "It was a real good time."
The "Heartbeat Bounce" was organized
as a benefit for the Maine Heart
Association with pledges being donated

announced
Arena ice schedule
people assumed free skating meant

heart fund
for every mile the participants traveled.
Each participant was supposed to dribble a
ball for a mile in relay-form but Mapes
wasn't certain how much money was
raised. "It all has to be collected now,"
she said.
The UMO team left Orono at 8 p.m. and
arrived in Pittsfield about 1 p.m. Mapes
attributed a large amount of the success to
several members of Alpha Tau Omega who
she said "really pulled through and stuck it
out most of the way."

"Free" skating at UMO's Harold
Alfond Hockey Arena costs students
and staff 75 cents and the general
public $1.25. The fee contrasts an
earlier Campus announcement suggesting the arena was open for
skating at no cost last week.
Physical Education and Athletics
Director Harold Westerman said the
confusion arose over a difference of
terms. "Free skating actually is
open or public skating, not skating
for free," he said.
Westerman said he felt most

"leisure skating to music...and in a
circle around the arena ice rink," as
opposed to hockey playing, team
practice, and other organized activities.
The arena, which opened for the
school year last Friday, will open on
a regular schedule Oct. 1; MondayFriday 11:30 to 1:30 and 6:30 to 8:00;
Wednesday only 11:30 to 1:00;
Saturday 2:00 to 3:30 and 4:00 to
5:30; Sunday 2:00 to 3:45 and 4:15 to
6:00.
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News Briefs
Interview tips taught

Professor honored
Dr. Wofford G. Gardner, UMO professor of speech communications, has been
presented the first annual Educational Speech and Theatre Association of Maine
A.Ward, named after Artemas Ward, renowned Maine lecturer and humorist.
Gardner was honored for outstanding service to the state in the development
of high school speech, debate and theatre curricula, and extracurricular
programs.
Gardner, who was chairman of the UMO sppech department from 1948-1975,
was instrumental in developing and directing the High School Debate
Tournament, High School Speech Festival, high school workshops in debate and
oral interpretation, and other activities in which thousands of students and their
teachers have participated in the past 30 years.

A one-day seminar in interviewing skills for employee selection and
performance evaluation will be offered at the UMO Hilltop Conference Center
Tuesday, Oct. 25, from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Dr. Guvenc G. Alpander, professor of business management, and Kenneth T.
Winters, management consultant and president of Winters Associates, a firm
specializing in human-resource management, are the instructiors. Seminar
cosponsors are the College of Business Administration. the UMO Conferences
and Institutes Division with the Greater Bangor Chamber of Commerce.

Divorce workshop set
two authorities on successful divorce, one an experienced family therapist
and the other a well-known divorce lawyer, will conduct a three-day workshop,
Counseling Toward Successful Divorce, Oct. 19, 20 and 21 in the Bangor Room
of the Memorial Union.
The workshop, sponsored by the UMO Conferences and Institutes Division, is
designed for mental health practioners who are involved in family counseling.
Emphasis will be on therapeutic approaches to the problems of separation and
loss, the benefits of non-adversarial divorce, and the techniques for achieving
such a dissolution.
The workshop format will include experimental exercises, lectures, live family
Mental health
interviews, demonstrations and films and video tapes.
practitioners will also be given an insight into the legal aspects of their
profession.

Author to speak
The author of a number of books on children and their intellectual
development, Dr. Herbert Ginsburg, will be the keynote speaker Saturday, Oct.
29, at UMO's annual Child Development Conference.
The theme of the conference will be "Surprising Developments in Children's
Thinking," which will be discussed by Ginsburg at the opening general session
at 9:30 a.m. in Hauck Auditorium. Ginsburg is a faculty member at the
University of Maryland and the author of several books, including "Children's
Arithmetic," "The Learning Process," "Pianget's Theory of Intellectual
Development," and "The Myth of the Deprived Child."
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RECORD WAREHOUSE
66 Main St.
Bangor
945-6547
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The Largest Selection of Records In Maine
*Country and Western
•Rock
•Jazz
•Blues
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•Children's
•Soul
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*Oldies
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•Belty Dance
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Specialties
Gifts

•SpeClal OraforS

Imported Foods
7.88 List 5 .99

Autoparts

Dubay Auto Parts

YOUR NAPA Jobber
IS A GOOD MAN TO KNOW

A Guide to Services and
Stores For Your Needs

SUNBURY MALL
6 CENTRAL STREET
BANGOR• MAINE 04401
(207)947-8942

Hair
THE
MEN'S
ROOM

15 SO. Water Street Old Town, Me.
phone 827-5573
636 Hammond Street Bangor, Me.
phone 947-3396

8115111e55 Directory
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has other brands of
CALCULATERS.
The University Bookstore
has almost everything you'll
need as a STUDENT-
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With Two Great Stores
To Serve You Better
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Jacks Restaurant

DAKIN
SPORTING GOODS CO.
28 Broad Street
BANGOR, MAINE 04401
Telephone (207) 945-6411

Photographic Supplies
NIKON—MINOLTA—OLYMPUS
Headquarters for
Darkroom Supplies, Film & Accessories

Mon - Fri 8-5
1

Saturday 9-5

TAKARA
BELLWETHER
UNIVEGA
SUNTOUR
MOTOBECANE WEYLESS
ROLLERS

Bill -7909

Welcome UMO Students

D.A. Davidson, INC.
SUNBURY MALL
DOWNTOWN BANGOR
Photographic Supplies

PELLETIER'S BIKE and
X-COUNTRY SKI SHOP
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All Jewelry
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Sporting Goods
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HEART

Westgate Mall, Bangor
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WESTGATE
BEAUTY
SALON

Mon - Sat 8:30 am - 5 pm
Thursday and Friday evenings

ZIPPER SALES AND SERVICE
ICE SKATE SHARPENING
SMALL APPLIANCES REPAIRED
FOREIGN CAR KEYS MAnE
OPEN TUES. - SAT. 8-5
20 MAIN ST. ORONO
TEL. 866-4806
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appointments also accepted
SUNBURY MALL-BANGOR

•NEW CUTS FOR FALL
'LATEST IN BLOW-DRYING
•WALK-IN SERVICE

C#
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113ROANDIVANY
( cuntNIMFFIE
Stillwater Net)

Professional Hair Styling
Featuring
Roffler Sculpture Kut
Rick Crocker
Don Hoxie
947-3924
947-4870
reg hours 8-530-Closed Mondays

Calculators

Shoe Repair
FRANK'S SHOE REPAIR
and
Locksmith service

Restaurants

THE 10- SPEED SHOP
NEXT TO McDonalds
751 Stillwater Oid Town 827-5220

Watch Repair

19 So. Main St.
Old Town Me.

Claret %L.& %pair
11 Broad Street
BANGOR, MAINE

Open Mon. -- Thurs.
5am-4pm
Friday 5am-7pm
Services
Student Government
serves you!
with.
Student Legal Services
Distinguished Lecture Series
Student Concert Committee
Your Representative-Whether you live in a frateriiity
dormitory or off-campus

Student Government
second floor - Memorial Union

04401

WATCH REPAIRS
We Repair
Most Makes
Work Done
Our Premises
hrs Monday-Friday 9-5

15 percent off
WITH UMO STUDENT ID
Ar

Classifieds
A New England based handlcrafted Onset ry
company Is looking for. part tIme student Or
recent graduate to be salesperson in your area
No experience or Investment is required
Excellent opportunity and salary Write for
application Silver Deer Crafts Co P 0 80x
896 Wilmington, Vermont 053630r mil 602 464 - 5552
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Maine

Pavilion building given new role as theater
by Dianna Benner
After waiting 30 long years, the theater
department has finally achieved its goal-finding a place on campus where theater
students can effectively present small play
performances and hold classes.
The theater department has acquired the
old pavilion building between Fogler
Library and Winslow Hall, said Arnold
Colbath, drama professor and Maine
Masque Theatre director.
"We have decided to turn the building
into a small theater," Colbath said. "It's
just the right size for special student
performances."
For years theater students have used the
"pit". an area underneath the stage in
Hauck Auditorium, for off-stage shows and
rehearsals.
"The pit is no longer adequate,"
Colbath said. "You feel as though you are
down in someone's basement. It's small,
dirty, and gets too hot from the theatrical
lights."

Students saving money
by obtaining credit
for job experience

The agriculture department no longer
needs the building, which was used for
housing sheep in the summer and for
storage the rest of the time.
The theater department is now seeking
$50,000 in private donations for renovations, according to Colbath. As soon as the
money is donated, he said, construction
will begin immediately.

?t

The pavilion building, named so because
of its tent-shaped roof, is octangular in
shape and "just the right size for directing
and designing classes," he said. "It will
provide a better learning situation than the
classroom."
After renovations are complete, there
will be an octangular center stage with
room for 150 spectators, not in chairs, but
on carpeted rises which "will give the
place a more informal atmosphere,"
Colbath said.
Ironically, the building was used -tor
another type of perfcrmance years ago:
stock judging and stock shows.

The pavilion, located in back ofFogler Library and Winslow Hall. has seen summers
as a storage housefor sheep. But soon it will be housing thespians. as the stage for
UM0's "experimental theater." (Tim Grant photo.)

by Andrea Cronkite
Would you like to receive college credit
without attending lectures, completing
daily assignments or paying room and
board?
The College-Level Examination Program
(CLEP) gives students the opportunity to
obtain credit for on-the-job experience,
high school courses or independent study.
Sponsored by the College Entrance Examination Board of Princeton. N.J.. nationally
standardized CLEP tests are administered
at UMO and other testing centers the third
week of each month.
CLEP general examinations measure
knowledge in the liberal arts, such as
English composition. mathematics and
natural sciences, and subject examinations
test achievement in specific college
courses. Test fees range from $20 for one
exam to $40 for from three to five exams.
Each college or university participating
in the program determines CLEP passing
scores. The faculty of each of the five UMO
colleges have adopted their own policies on
granting credit.
Only 78 UMO students took a total of 135
CLEP exams from July 1976 to June 1977,
said Tom Skaggs, director of the Office of
Testing and Research. In 1975-76, 121
students took 213 tests, he said.
"The drop is due to the fact that the
English department no longer accepts the
CLEF' subject exam for English composition," Skaggs said. American history has
replaced English composition as the most
popular CLEP exam at UMO, he said.
The CLEP program at UMO, begun in
1972, is used mainly by incoming freshmen
and seniors who find they need more
credits shortly before graduation, Skaggs
said.
Dr. James Clark, vice president for
Academic Affairs, said CLEP tests provide
students with "a huge financial savings"
and allow them to receive credit for a
subject they may have already mastered in
high school.
Exams may be taken at any time during
the student's college career, provided he
has not already received credit for an
equivalent or more advanced course, he
said.
"If you can pass these tests, you really
know the subject, particularly because our
own faculty sets the passing scores," he
said. "There are not a tot of students using
it (the program). Students don't think they
can pass them. but I know they can, if they
are willing to study for them."
Although UMO may lose tuition-paying
students through CLEP tests, tuition "pays
little of the costs. anyway," Clark said.
CLEP registration guides and other
information are available at the Office of
Testing. and Research.
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record sale
$11.98-14.98
Classical, Rock, Blues,Folk, Jazz

AT THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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Andrew Govatsos & The UMO concert Committee Present
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Campus elms: a 50-50 chance

Chemical slows elm death
by Dianna Benner
Dutch elm disease may eventually wipe
out the elm tree population on the UMO
campus and throughout the state, according to Timothy O'Keefe of the UMO
forestry department.
The disease, which hit UMO severely
several years ago, has infected about 60
per cent of the approximate 300 elms on
campus. But, said O'Keefe, the progress of
the disease has been slowed with the
injection of chemical compounds into the
trees.
Richard Campana, professor of botany
and forest pathology, has done research on
the campus trees with the help of a federal
research grant. According to Campana.
one out of every two trees infected has
been saved through this preventive
method.
"We have slowed the progress of the
disease with the injections and with the
cooperation of other campus departments
in the spraying of trees and the efficient
cleanup of diseases trees," Campana said,
"but the progress right now is all
relative."
The disease is caused by Ceratocystis
ulmi, a fungus that is carried by the elm
bark beetle, insects that breed in the bark
of the elm. The fungus spores work into
the tree, clog the vessels vital for the flow
of water and minerals, and feed on the
This
materials around the vessels.
blockage in the sap system causes the tree
to die.
The first sign d dutch elm disease in a
tree is drooping or wilted branches with
yellow leaves. If these infected branches
are not cut, the disease spreads throughout
the entire tree, and eventually, through the
root systems to other elms. It takes from

two to five years for an elm to die if not
treated with the special chemicals.
By implementing the chemical injection
process through Campana's research program. the life of an elm may be extended
for an indefinite period.
However, reinfection after the elms have
been "cured" still presents a problem.
According to Campana, there is a large
number of elm bark beetles in the area,
and infection is going to occur "no matter
what we do." If the disease in a tree is
caught early, there is about a 90 per cent
recovery; but otherwise, the chances of an
elm surviving are small. "Even though the
compound has success in prolonging the
life of a tree," O'Keefe said, ''we will
eventually lose all the elms on campus."
Graduate student Janet Anderson, who
is involved in Campana's research program
has a more optimistic view. "The elm is
like a weed and drops about a million seeds
a year," she said. "It will be hard to get
the trees to grow as large as in the past,
but I don't think the elm will die out
completely. There will always be the
disease, and there will always be the
American elm."
According to Anderson, about 50 per
cent of the diseased elms have been saved,
"so there is hope that the elms will survive
in Maine."
There are no figures available concerning statewide infection, but according
to O'Keefe, within ten years there will be
few large elm trees left in the state,
including the UMO campus.
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Restaurant Presents
Chinese Buffet

Beautiful Array

rues, Wed, and 'Thur.['Amino

of the

served from 5 to 8zp.rr

Finest Chinese ()Inners

Served from 5 to 8 P.M

53 50

Beer, Wine, and Cocktails

State Street

Veazie

Tel. 945-6500

NILS
LOFGREN
with special guests

The Blend
October 8 8PM
Memorial Gym
UMO Campus
Tickets $5.50 Advance
While they last

$6.50 Day of show
( Note day of show tickets $6.50,
not $6.00 as previously advertised )

Tickets Available At:
Augmented Fifth in Orono&
Camden DeOrsey's in
Waterville & Ellsworth The
Memorial Union on Campus
Viner's in Bangor
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Without beer

Abstainers brew options
by Bernie MacKinnon
While the guys on his section are sitting
in someone's room happily emptying a
tequila bottle, Rick is likely to be -yet
the gym practicing his jump shot.
While her roommate is giggling at a
party with a Tom Collins in her hand.
Kathy might well be listening to Stevie
Wonder with a friend.
While a couple of his buddies are
ordering up another pitcher at the Bear's
Den, Bob might he found in front of a
television praying for the lar,:.ees
1-qow
their lead.
With alcohol so prevalent on campus. it
may be hard for some to imagine an
informal social event without it.
But
according to a recent Residential Life
survey, roughly 15 percent of the students
do not drink.
They seem to be doing all right. For
instance, the Ram's Horn coffeehouse,
which sells nothing alcoholic, has been
steadily picking up business. "We're
actually making money now" says
proprietor Roger Willey.
Rick. Kathy and Bob (none of the names
of those interviewed are real) are part of
the non-drinking minority at LiMO. The
reasons that they and others shun alcohol
are simple.
"My body just joesn't want it," says
Rick, who is an athlete. "The first time I
tried a drink. I took one mouthful and spit it
out."
"I can't stomach the taste of it," echoes
Mark, another abstainer.
Kathy adds. "Anytime in the past that
I've had something to drink, I've either
gotten sleepy or sick."
Debbie, another non-drinker, explains,
"I got drunk once and I didn't like it. I
didn't like looking into the mirror and
seeing myself changed."
For some, the decision not to drink grew
partly from observing the alcohol-related
problems of friends or relatives.
"Several members of my family are
alcoholics," says Bob. "I don't care to be
like that"
Usually, the preference of nondrinkers is
respectfully accepted by others. However,
they may be subjected to a certain amount
of ribbing. This is truer for males, it is
generally agreed. since alcohol consumption is a macho standard.

In the past, Mark says, people have bee&
introduced to him with the words, "This is
the guy I was telling you about--the one
who doesn't drink."
"At parties sometimes I've gotten jokes
about my orange soda and ginger ale," he
adds.
Tom, a freshman teetotaler, says, "They
give you a hard time. They think the only
way to have fun is to drink. And if you
don't drink they regard you as a
stick-in-the-mud.,,Sometimes at parties I'
feel kind of left out cause everyone else is
just there to drink."
Bob holds a harder attitude. "I've never
had any problems with people, mainly
because if anybody gave me any hassle
about not drinking I'd break their face.
Yet., abstinence is not necessarily a
serious social handicap.
"It doesn't stop me from going to parties
and having a good time," Mark emphasizes.
None of those questioned seem to be at a
loss for things to do instead of drinking.
Sports. music, reading, television, visiting
friends and just plain talking absorbs much
of their spare time.
Asked what she thinks when she sees
soemone very drunk, Debbie replies,
"I just wonder, 'Why do they do it?' "
Hers is a typical reaction.
Says Mark, "It's their privilege, but
they're foolish. It's no good for them
physically. This is a generalization but
normally if someone gets loaded once, he'll
get loaded more than once. It's not a rare
thing."
"Usually," Bob says,"people who drink
too much turn out to be quite immature."
"Some people feel pressured. I guess,"
says Sue. "I feel sorry for them."
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With every $10 purchase at the Finest, you'll get
a coupon entitling you to a free Big Mac — America's favorite sandwich — at your favorite McDonald's restaurant. That means if you spend,
say, $26 at The Finest, we'l I give you two Big Mac
coupons. And each additional $10 purchase gets
you another Big Mac coupon at the Checkout.
Otter good thru October 1, 1977.
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PELICAN HOUSE

Bangor

Tues.-Sal 10-5 945-5536

Sponsored by the Memorial Union
Program Board

WINTER
SPECIAL

The First National Store
$19.95

Retreads and other sizes available
SAVE by presenting student ID card
Firestone 717 Broadway, Bangor Phone: 942-5294
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Maine scores one of their six touchdowns ofthe day against the Red Devils. The
Bears next game will be Saturday at the University of Rhode Island (Tim Grant
photo).

UMO rushed for a total of 349 yards on the ground against Central Connecticut to
give the Bears a solid 45-20 victory Saturday (Tim Grant photo).

Bears crush Connecticut 45-20
by Kevin Burnham
The UMO Black Bear football team,
trailing at halftime 14-10, came from
behind and crushed Central Connecticut
45-20 in UMO's home opener Saturday.
Maine is now 2-1 on the season.
The Black Bear attack was highlighted
by tailback Rudy DiPietro who set a new
single game rushing mark, running for 194
yards in 34 carries to break his own record
set last season, of 163 yards against
UConn.
The Maine offense, hoping to gain more
yardage on the ground than through the
air, rushed for 349 yards against the Red
Devils.
The Black Bears were first on the board
with a 23-yard field goal by kicker-tight end
Mike Hodgson with about 10 minutes to
play in the second quarter.
The lead was shortlived as Central drove
63 yards for its first touchdown of the
game. After Maine could not get a drive

going. Central quarterback Jim Taft hit
split end Mike Tiagwad with a 84-yard
touchdown pass, leaving the Maine crowd
stunned as he caught the between two
Maine defenders.
Maine came back to score its first
touchdown with just 57 seconds to play in
the first half on a 38-yard pass from
quarterback Jack Cosgrove to Mike
Hodgson, making the score after the
conversion, 14-10.
After Maine got the ball in the third
quarter, they ran over the Red Devils for
the remainder of the game, scoring five
touchdowns before Central tallied for a late
fourth quarter score.
Maine took the lead for good when
Cosgrove scooted around left end, scoring
with just under 10 minutes to play in the
third quarter.
The Black Bear defense could not be
penetrated by the Red Devils as Maine

Brigham, Garland star;
UMO overwhelms Bowdoin
by Steve Vaitones
The UMO men's cross country team
upped its season record to 4-1 with a
convincing 20-43 victory over Bowdoin,
College at Brunswick Saturday.
Only a first place by Bowdoin's Bruce
Freme kept Maine from sweeping their
hosts, as Black Bear runners took second
through eleventh places.
Freme took the lead from Maine's Pete
Brigham with less than a mile to go and
accelerated to a course record of 25:30 for
the 5.2 miles. Brigham followed in 25:42
and Phil Garland took third, 20 seconds
back.
Mike Westphal and Sam Pelletier,
placing fourth and fifth, were the big
surprises of this season. The two,werp fifty
and twenty seconds faster, respectively,
than their time over the same course at last
year's Maine state championship.

Dick Dunn. Sam Hamilton, Jerry
Holmes, and Joe Schultz followed in a
group, taking sixth through tenth place.
The Bears will travel to Presque Isle
Saturday tor a &I-meet with UMPI and the
University fo New Brunswick.

VVHAT'S NEW AT
MARDEN'S?
.0 en Style Pao Boot,. Values traSiz
„a,
OUP PRICE $13.99
Nteo's Sport Coat- Value to $8500
OUR PRICE $10.00
•
t-Adnesst.* Vvao Pape4
12 yd rolls. Va.t.sts 10313 99 - NOVv $4 00ea.
Vi""t°S24 99 4°V4 $9 00 ea

MARDEN'S -395 Main St
Bangor
let: 942-0062

held them outside their 30-yard line until
the late fourth quarter score by Central.
Touchdowns by Cosgrove, DiPietro,
fullback Pete Keenan, and freshman Bill
Blake put the game out of reach as the
lead was extended to 45-14 with just four
minutes to play in the game. Hodgson
was perfect on the day on the extra points,
kicking six for six.

Offensive tackle Rick Leonard. linebackers Chris Keating and Tom
Rasmussen, along with Cosgrove and
DiPietro were singled out for their efforts
in the impressive Maine win.
Maine will travel to Rhode Island
Saturday for an important Yankee Conference contest against URI.

Soccer

UMass rolls over Maine
by Charlotte McAtee
The UMO soccer team lost to the
University of Massachusetts 7-0 Saturday
in Orono.
The Minutemen took advantage of the
adsence of center halfback Joe Costa and
controlled the midfield play with ease,
repeatedly taking the ball from the Black
Bear forwards and taking 25 shots on
Maine goalie Phil Torsney.
Another blow hurt the Maine team
when defenseman Peter Baker was injured
late in the first half. Baker was severely

kicked in the thigh and missed most of the
second half of the game.
the offense suffered without the presence of freshman Eric Stebanau, who,
along with Costa, missed the game for
"personal reasons," according to coach
Paul Stoyell. Sixteen shots on goal were
taken by UMO.
The soccer team will face Bates at home
tomorrow. Game time is 2:30. On Friday.
the Black Bears travel to Rhode Island to
play the URI Rams, one of the top teams in
New England.

OPENING SOON
Everybody's Super Sandwich
and Ice Cream Shoppe
26 Main St. Orono
-70 Varieties to Super Sandwiches
-Breakfat-t served daily
-Cones, parfaits, sundaes, shakes

Watch for Grand Opening
When in Bang°, stop 'n at
"Everybody's" in the Sunburry Mall
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Depth and experience mark women's tennis
by Brook Merrow
After topping the University of Vermont
this weekend 4-3 for its fourth consecutive
win, the UMO women's tennis team takes
its undefeated traveling road show to Colby
College today and to the University of
Connecticut this coming weekend.
Sue Staples, Tona Buros, Kris Everett
and doubles team Kathy Gwynn and Laurie
Page won to give UMO the edge over UVM
Saturday.
The women were on the road all last
week after an early 4-3 home victory over
Colby, and chalked up wins along the way
against UMPG 5-0, Plymouth State 3-2 and
UVM.
An expanded schedule and a team
sporting depth and experience characterize
women's tennis this year. Coach Eliene
Fox cited depth "down the ladder in the
third and fourth singles sport" as a definite
asset.
Senior Sue Staples leads the Maine
contingent once again as the number one
singles player. Staples, who advanced to
the finals of the consolation round at the
New Englands last year, is undefeated so
far this season.
Joining her in the undefeated ranks is
junior Tona Buros who, according to Fox, is
"very strong in the long matches."
Juniors Barb DeWitt and Rose Redmond
are back on the singles roster and Kris
Everett, a freshman from Needham,
Mass., rounds out the line-up. Everett has
already won two matches.

Another new tace on the courts Is Kathy
Gwynn, a junior transfer from Villanova,
who teamed up with Laurie Page for a
Also playing
doubles win at UVM.
doubles are veterans Lynn Shostak and
Kathy Curnick.
Fox said the Colby and UVM victories
were "two big wins" for the squad; UMO
lost to both schools last year. Another key
match will be UConn next weekend.
UConn and Plymouth are new out-of-state
additions to the schedule this year.
Colby, always a tennis powerhouse, is
UMO's main in-state competition this
season. Bowdoin and Bates have always
been competitive, but lack the depth that
UMO and Colby possess, Fox indicated.
First on the agenda after regualr season
play are the New Englands in Amherst,

Mass. Oct. 22. Doubles partners Rose
Redmond and Tona Buros accompanied
Staples to Amherst last year. Fox hopes to
take two singles and two doubles this year,
but pointed out that seas,,- ..a: individual
records will determine the final numbers of
players going to the New England.
Naturally a major project will be to
defend the Maine state title won last year.
Colby will once again be the site for the
states the last weekend of October.

Hynson 6-3, 5-7, 6-1 *
Kris Everett (UMO) defeated Jean
Morrissey 6-2, 6-4
Martha Soper defeated Rose Redmond
6-2
6-3,
(UMO),
doubles:
Kathy Gwynn and Laurie Page (UMO)
defeated Kathy Stanton and Becky Rich
3-6, 7-5, 6-3
Julie Kaiser and Sue Narkewiez defeated
Lynn Shostak and Kathy Curnick (UMO),
6-3, 6-2

Results of UVM match:
singles:
Sue Staples (UMO) defeated Sue
6-1
6-4,
Steinbreder
Katie Adams defeated Barb DeWitt
(UMO), 6-0, 6-1
Tona Buros (UMW defeated Jennifer

Women's cross country
victor in tri-meet opener
by Steve Vaitones
The UMO women's cross country team
began its first season on a winning note,
taking a tri-meet from Bates and Bowdoin
at Brunswick Saturday, 26-37-65.
The race was high,ighted by a course
record set be Nancy Ingersoll of Bates.
who covered the three miles in 18:29.
However, she did not win easily as Maine's
Sandy Cook challenged her the whole way.
The lead changed several times between
the two national class cross country skiers
before Ingersoll sprinted away.
After Janet McColl of Bates placed in
third, Maine runners Lauren Noether, Lil
Riley, and Kathy Mollman took fourth
through sixth.

A ninth place by Erin Cashin sealed the
victory for UMO in the inaugural meet.
Solid perfonrnao,cs by Maure :n Maloney
'(12), Laurie Nash (13), Jill Cosgrove (15),
and Laraine Walls (18) showed the new
team's depth.
UMO Coach Jim Ballinger was
pleased with the race. "Naturally it's good
to start a program with a couple of wins,"
he said. The girls were a little unsure of
what to expect from both the competition
and themselves, he said, but everyone ran
as well as expected. "You could feel the
team spirit growing throughout the trip."
The women will continue their season
this Monday with a dual meet at Brandeis. •

Seats available
There are 25 empty seats remaining for a round-trip charter flight to
watch the UMO football Black Bears
take on Western Carolina University
in Cullowhee, N.C., Oct. 22.
A special package is being offered
that includes round-trip airfare from
Bangor to Ashville, N.C., ground
transportation, lodging and tickets to
the game. The flight will depart
Friday (Oct. 21) morning and will
return to Bangor the following
evening.
The WCU Catamounts are a
division one squad that promises to
be a stern test for Maine.
More detailed information may be
obtained by writing to Stuart
Haskell, athletic business manager.
University of Maine, Orono, Maine
04473 or by calling 581-7763.
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